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The sweet pursuit Chapter 20-The people watching the bustle in the corridor 
have been cleared by Jindan, only the security guards in the store are 
surrounded, and the chandelier above their heads emits a warm yellow light, 
but the atmosphere is tense. 

When Ling Jiuze came over, everyone subconsciously retreated to both sides 
and gave way to the middle road. 

Xu Yiyi was supported by Sister Li to step forward two steps, tears flashed 
when she looked at Ling Jiuze, weak and lovely, and her tone was aggrieved 
and guilty, “I’m sorry Mr. Ling, I disturbed your meal.” 

“What’s going on?” Ling Jiuze asked, raised his eyes to look at the opposite 
side, and when he saw Su Xi, his eyes narrowed slightly. 

Jin Dan didn’t expect it to be Ling Jiuze, his face changed slightly, and he took 
a wrong step to protect Su Xi behind him. 

No wonder Xu Yiyi is so fearless! 

Sister Li was busy telling the ins and outs of the matter, and naturally added 
oil and vinegar, such as Su Xi hitting Xu Yiyi and slamming her against the 
wall, Xu Yiyi’s leg injury was just a little better, and now it is serious again. 

Su Xi also saw Ling Jiuze with calm eyes, but he didn’t expect that Xu Yiyi 
was really his lover! 

Jin Dan protected Su Xi and spoke, “It turns out that Miss Xu is a friend of 
President Ling. My friend accidentally injured Miss Xu, and I will definitely be 
responsible for this matter. 

“Are you in charge?” Sister Li’s tone was harsh, “We Yiyi could have entered 
the crew next month, she is an important role, now the leg injury has recurred, 
I don’t know how long to delay, the entire crew has to stop work and wait, how 
can you be responsible!” 

“How do you want to be responsible, let’s listen!” 

There was a mocking sound behind everyone, Shen Ming walked over, with 
an evil aura that seemed to be smiling, walked straight to Su Xi’s side, and 



looked up and down with concern, “Baby, are you injured?” If you lose a hair, 
I’ll let them all fall out!” 

Everyone was stunned, Jin Dan saw that Shen Ming and Su Xi seemed to be 
very close, turned his gaze, took a step back, and gave up his position to 
Shen Ming. 

Su Xi raised his eyebrows, I don’t know what Shen Ming wants to do? 

Shen Ming stood beside Su Xi in the posture of guarding, his face became 
cold, and he stared at Sister Li, “Say, how do you want my baby to be 
responsible?” Shen 

Ming’s reputation in the entertainment industry is greater than that of first-line 
male stars, and Sister Li naturally knows him, but she didn’t expect to meet 
him here, her face turned white, and she didn’t dare to speak! 

Shen Ming sneered disdainfully, “Don’t hide from you, my baby hates you the 
most, I haven’t read a few books, I am full of male prostitutes and female 
thieves, and I know to show off my wealth every day.” I don’t care who the 
gold lord behind you is, if you make my baby unhappy today, no one can think 
about it well! 
As soon as 
his words fell, Xu Yiyi and An Tong’s faces changed, becoming ugly and 
embarrassed, with hatred hidden in their eyes, and they couldn’t wait to step 
forward and tear Su Xi apart. 

Su Xi secretly took a breath, just now he didn’t know what Shen Ming was 
going to do, but now he understood that he was clearly taking the opportunity 
to take revenge on her! 

And he and Ling Jiuze also seem to have contradictions, directly pulling him 
into the water together. 

She turned her head to look at Shen Ming, he just lowered his head, gentle 
and charming smile, “With me, don’t be afraid!” 

Su Xi’s eyes were cold and clear, and he spoke meaningfully, “I’m not afraid, 
just don’t be afraid!” 



Shen Ming’s smile froze, and then he raised his hand to rub her hair spoiledly, 
and his smile deepened, “It’s okay, for you, I am also willing to go to the 
soup!” 

Su Xi also smiled, “I’ll give you this opportunity!” The 

two spoke in low voices, and Shen Ming’s movements were intimate and 
gentle, as if he was a real lover. 

Jin Dan looked at Shen Ming suspiciously, the two looked like boyfriend and 
girlfriend, why did his words just now sound like hatred for Su Xila! 

Among the people, only Ling Jiuze was calm, his long eyes were deep, and 
he couldn’t see what he was thinking. 

There was a dead silence for three seconds in the corridor, and Ling Jiuze, 
who had not spoken, suddenly walked towards Su Xi, stopped in front of her, 
looked at her with downcast eyes, and said warmly, “When you see me, why 
don’t you say hello?” 

Everyone was shocked again, she and Ling Jiuze also knew? 

Su Xi looked into his eyes, did not hesitate, and shouted, “Second uncle!” 

Everyone, “…!” The 

wanton smile on Shen Ming’s face fell a little, and he suddenly turned his 
head to look at Su Xi. 

Su Xi smiled at Shen Ming and introduced him, “My second uncle, you can 
also call the second uncle!” 

Shen Ming, “…” 

He suspected that Su Xi and Ling Jiuze were tricking him together, although 
he had no evidence! 

 


